
THANKFUL FOR

Need a reminder for gratitude in your daily life. This list of things to be thankful for will help you find your own
thankfulness.

It gave us fun new things to try during our early years of marriage. Being debt free. It sounds a lot more
challenging than it really is. Craft beer. It can pull you from the vortex of negativity that is sucking the life out
of you and give you a renewed sense of purpose and joy. This has taught me that I can push myself beyond the
limits I thought possible. Jacob writes me love notes in these. They support us wherever we need to go in life.
I am thankful for doing work that matters. In the beginning it will probably be a struggle to come up with a
mere five items for this gratitude list it was for me! So if getting ahead at work and making more money will
not make you happier, what will? Kitchen Aid Mixer. Date nights. There are so many people who opened up
their homes to us. Amazon Prime. Always frustrating. Finding the perfect pen. Crashplan keeps all my photos
on my computer backed up. Cloud watching. If your travel partner gets a cold in Malta which botches your
dream date night, be thankful for room service. Just as I was inspired by this blog post , I hope this will inspire
you to make a list of your own. Laundry Machine in our place. Flexible Schedule. Expanding my mind with
useless knowledge. This is week 51 of practicing gratitude. Making them and checking things off lists are my
favorite. Makes washing dishes and living with cats easier. Write them down every day and make it a habit.
Trivia nights. Seriously it makes baking so much easier. It was a discipline to remind myself of the many
reasons I have to be grateful. You can order anything you want and it comes in 2 days! Having a lot of it really
affects my mood in a positive way. But how about for the rest of the year? My shelves are full of them, and
they are my one true lust. So many fall cooking recipes that can be hands off. Wildflowers and weeds that my
mom makes room for in her backyard. Or enjoy a heartwarming movie on television? The ocean. Random
Acts of Kindness. When you are stuck in morning traffic, be grateful for being able to listen to your music for
an extra twenty minutes. So I can travel lightly with my billions of books.


